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I. INTRODUCTION

Many ultrasonic methods permit to differentiate one tissue from another

through its interaction uith an ultrasonic beam. The two fundamental mechanisms

characterizing the interaction between an elastic wave such as ultrasound and a

biolof.ical tissue considered as vlscoelastic natter are absorption and scattering.

The usual techniques utilized to study those mechanisms are, amongst many

others, imagery and spectroscopy [lj,[2]. The information which will allow us to

differentiate tissues can be obtained:

- by a specific study of the reflections in the biological material,

- by a study of the speed gradients along the ultrasonic trajectory,

- by studying the spectral density coefficients B.

Concerning the results that will be presented in this paper, we have chosen

the last method, that is the measurement of 0 in absorption spectroscopy [3],[5],
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ABSTRACT

We calculated the distribution of the spectral density of the ultrasonic
2

energy transmitted by the reference specimen which was water. Let a be
1 2

this parameter for the frequency f,. In the sane manner, we evaluated o^ for

the ultrasonic energy transmitted by the biological tissue. We superposed on

the curve Log o
._

F(f.). each of the curves Log , corresponding to

the different kinds of tissues studied. By so doing, we brought into light a

"zone" between those curves. The Judicious exploitation of that "zone" by

calculating the spectral density coefficients 9, made it possible to differentiate

one tissue from another. We compared the results so obtained using a probe vfbrsitjiri

at 1.5 M!z with those we obtained by another jirobe ond another method. Both nets

of result:: are in agreement within an approximation or 1V%.
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II. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND METHODOLOGY

The immersion tank, the capacity of which ia 300 litres, vas filled up

with water previously degassed, kept at a temperature of 25°C for which the

transmitted ultrasonic energy has a maximum value. Both the transmitting and

the receiving transducers were similar and the distance between them was 6 cm.

Their central transmitting frequency is 1.5 MHz. They were stimulated by the

EHT ultrasonic impulse generator. The signal transmitted by the biological

specimen was received by the receiving transducer and sampled at a frequency of

l|0 MHz through a stroboscopic [sampling oscilloscope TEKTRONIX 503, which was

started by a Fast Fourier Transformer HISTOMAT S [2],[3] ,[><].

After having been Fourier transformed, that signal so computerized is

kept in the memory of the HISTOMAT S previously programmed for calculating the
2

transmitted signal spectrum of energy density a., Before interposing the sample
2

on the ultrasonic beam, a spectrum of energy density a. has been registered only
with the reference solution [2],[It].

Figs.(la) and (lb) show respectively, the circuit diagram used and the

position of the sample, the emitter and receiver probes.

Our study consisted essentially of an energetic analysis of the profile of

the wave transmitted by the biological insonified structure, so we had to place the

specimen in the "Near Fresnel zone" situated at It.5 cm from the ultrasonic
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source [2],[3]. That zone gives u homogeneous and cylindrical wave. The intensity

measurement has been done in a frequency band within which the variation of

ultrasonic intensity is insignificant. This determination has been done on 50

samples of the reference solution. We called that band, the "useful frequency

band" [2],[U].

2 ^
The curves o (f.) and a'Ttf.) were drawn by putting the different

2 2 1 1 ^
values of o and u'T on a logarithmic scale and those of frequencies on an

10 l *}
arithmetic scale. We then superposed each curve ot(f.) relating to every

T i ^

tissue studied on the curve o? (f.). So, we brought into evidence a "region"

between those two kinds of curves. The equation of such i region can be expressed

as: [11]

Log - Log (1)

This relation was studied by means of computer calculations,

III. RESULTS

All the human biological tissues studied were autopsy samples.

We noticed that in the useful frequency band which is in our case from

1 to 2 MHz, the energy attenuation varied linearly with the frequency. This

result is Just a verification of what we found with other probes namely those

vibrating at 3 MHz and 2.25 MHz [2],[3],[U] and those obtained by other authors

usini> other methods [ 6] ,(T] ,[8] , [10]. So we can write

Log 0 - Log a. = 0f + b (2)

where 6 is the spectral density coefficient. Multiplying the left-hand side of

Eq.(2) by 10, [j is expressed in decibel/MHz. The samples had always a thickness

of 1 cm.

It was noticed that the coefficient 3 increased when passing from a

healthy tissue to a diseased one [2], [It],

We had referred in other papers [2),[3],[9] that this increase of 8

from a normal state to a pathological one for the same tissue wai;» in addition to

the relaxation mechanisms, due to the scattering mechanism. V,o the cicatricial

nodules of cirrbatic liver, the recenerescence nodules of the metustatic liver,
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the atberomatous plate and culculu;: of the aorta .ind the hypervast-ular i zation of

the hyperplasic spleen canstitue scattering targets which contribute to the

increase of $,

To verify this scattering contribution hypothesis, we studied a normnl

pig liver and the same liver in which was inserted a steel pellet lmm in diameter.

We remarked that the coefficient 0 increased from 0.Q8 decibel/MHa for the

normal liver to l.l»0 decibel/MHz for the liver containing the steel pellet [M>[l<'].

The correlation coefficient R which expresses the degree of dependence between

the spectral density energy and the frequency increases with fj.

Comparing the values of B obtained through the method ajid the probe

described in this paper with those obtained by "least square method" ft],[9] and

using 3MHz probe, it was found that the values of 0 were practically the same

at 1$% approximately. We deduced then, that the coefficient ii U:I:J a pyrometer

characterizing effectively the biological structure studied. We found that the

scattering mechanism affectG the components of high frequencies and this result

has as a. cun^enuiTu-e, the shift of the mnx immn of the trunumitttM energy to the

lower frequencies for the diseased tissues in comparison with the healthy ones

[2],[3],[h], [12], Otherwise ultrasound wave absorption spectrum shows that the

vibration frequencies are more attenuated in malignant tissues relative to normal

tissues.

In u tjoneral case, shift to lower f roinioncie:; of the \n brut Luuul mode

within a aystem occurs us the system is deformed or perturbnd. This shirt is more

significant when using a probe, the vibrating frequency of which is high and the

bandwidth large [3],[5],[6].

We also noticed a downshift of the maximum value of the transmitted

energy in diseased tissues relative to the healthy ones. It was found at last that

the center lobe of the curve of spectral energy density distribution a.(f.)

become narrower when passing from pathological tissues to normal ones. Otherwise

if the medium exposed to the ultrasound beam is homogeneous {that is has the some

acoustic impedance mnyvhere), the maximum spectral density is just downshifted

but not shifted to lower frequencies. In that case, there is also a reduction of

the center lobe width. The shift to lower frequencies appears when the sample

is not structural homogeneous or is deformed or diseased.

Figs. 2-10 show:

a) the superposition of the curves of spectral energy density distribution

I'or water a\ (f.) and for different tissues studied o'.(f-).
IO I o ,, J. i

b) the curves of J-of; o' - LOR o^ = I''(fJ for the same tissues.



For each kind of tissue, the experience has been repeated with 10

experience:; ol* tlmL e* 'Jo the values or B h<?rt.'ljy expressed are t2ie averages

of the 10B,, t h e precision being 20?.

IV. CONCLUSION

We presented a method which enables us to calculate the spectral density

coefficient e for an ultrasonic beam passing through biological tissues. It

was noticed that the values obtained by the method described in this paper

using a 1.5 MHz probe were in agreement with those obtained by other method;; vitli

a 3 MHz probe and also with the results found by other workers. This result is a

verification of that already obtained by other authors uaing other me'.hoitE.

It was noticed again that the coefficient 6 increased from a healthy

tissue to a diseased one. This observation was clearly significant in cancerous

cases.

The frequency shift towards lower frequencies in diseased tissues relative

to normal cnes was also found.

An attempt was made to explain, on one hand , the increase of fS and on

the other hand , the frequency shift.

In the first case, it was found that for homogeneous tissue, the main

mechanism of attenuation is absorption. As for the disturbed or diseased tissue,

in addition to absorption, we must take into account the contribution of

scattering mechanism essentially due to the discontinuities, nodules and blood

vessels included in ths structure studied. We hope to exploit this result in

order to detect scattering targets, if they exist, in a given tissue, to evaluate

their dimensions and, eventually, the periodicity of their repartition, by

studying diffusion autocorrelation function of ultrasonic signal having passed

through the tissues considered.

As for the second caBe, the frequency shift occurs when there is a

deformation or a structural change in the system studied.

V. DISCUSSION

All the experiences described above have been carried out on biological

tissue "in vitro". It in evident t.hnt vhen we apply this method to living matter

that Is "in vivo", there will certainly be problems such as the reproducibility

of the measurements and their interpretations.
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The explanation of the increase of 6 and that of the frequency shift

when passing from the healthy state of a tissue to the diseased state of the

same tissue remains an hypothesis utiti] microscopic ot.udy arnl structural analysis

of diseased tissue is made to confirm our results.

It seems evident that the accuracy and the precision of the reault3 will

be better when using Probes having a spectral useful band larger iinrt vibrating

at a frequency higher.
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TABLE OF EXPERIMENTAL VALUES PROBE 1.5 MHa

STRUCTURES

normal pig liver

normal pig liver vith a steel
pellet inserted inside

normal human liver

human cirrhotic liver

human netastatic liver

normal human spleen

human hyperplasic spleen

normal human aorta

human atheromatous aorta

SPECTRAL DENSITY
COEFFICIENT B
DECIBEL/MHZ

0.88

1.140

0:69

1.68

1.98

0.1(9

0.69

0.95

1.69

CORRELATION
COEFFICIENT

R

0.80

0.90

0.75

0.95

0.97

0.68

0.78

0.88

0.96

FICUnE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 Shows the schematic diagram of the circuit used (a) and the position

of the sample, the emittinc *"id the receiving probes (b).

Figs. 2 - 1 0 Show respectively: a) the curve of spectral energy density distribution

o i(f i). (b) the curve of Log o i Q- Log <?.. * Ftfj), for a normal pig

liver with a steel pellet inside; human normal and metastatic liver;

human cirrhotic liver; human normal and hyperplasic spleen; human and

atheromutous aorta. The probe utilised for obtaining those results

was that vibrating at 1.5 MHz.
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SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF THE CIRCUIT USED
" ••>*»< r

•••f. IT

Fig. la

Supporting [rdnu (Paraffin vM\

lank

fig. 1b
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PROBE 1.5 MH2

Human normal
liver

e PROBE 1.5 MHz
human normal liver
p . 0.69 dB/Cm.MHz

MMHz)
1.5

Fig. 4b

1 1.5 2 fi(MHZ)

Fig. 4a

PROBE 1.5 MHz

.Woter

..jrmol pig liver
in which o steel
pellet 1 mm in
diometer was
(nserted

PROBE 1.5 MHz

normal pig liver with
a steel pellet inserted
inside

|3« WO dB/Cm.MHz

Fig- 3b

1 15 2 fi(MHz)

Fig. 3a
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PROBE 15 MHz

Water

Human cirrhotic
liver

O
Olo

-i

o
15
g1

o

PROBE
human
B = 167

1.5 MHz
cirrhotic liver

dB/Cm-MHz

15

. 6b

Fig- 6a

PROBE 1.5 MHz

Water

human metostatic
Liver

PROBE 1.5 MHz

Human metastatic
liver

[3=1.98

1.5

h { M H z )

fig. 5b

1 1.5 2 f i {MH2}

f i g . 5a
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PROBE 1.5 MHz

Water

Human hyperplasic
spleen

1 1.5 2

g1

fi (MHz)

PROBE 1.S MHz

Human hyperplasic spleen

f3 = 0.69 dB/Cm.MHz

fi MHz
1.5

Fig. 8b

Fig. 8a

PROBE 1.5 MHz

Water

Human normal
spleen

PROBE 1.5 MHz

Human normal spleen

3 = 0.49 dB/Cm-MHz

Fig. 7b

1 15 2

Fig. 7a



PROSE 1.5 MHz

Water

Human Qtheromatousaorta PROBE 1.5 MHz

Human atheromatous
aorta

P - 1-69 dB/Cm.MHz

1.5

Fig. 10b

' 1.5 2 fi (MHz)

Fig. 10a

10J

101

10

PROBE 1.5 MHz

.Water

Human normal
aorta

O

\D

PROBE 1.5 MHz

Human normal aorta

(3 =0.69 d S / C i T , , s , H z

f i ( M H z )

1.5

Fig. 9b

1.5 2 fi (MHz)

Fig- 9a


